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Suffolk University's Award- Winning Weekly News Publication
SUfflLE JODBMIL
Wednesday, April 12, 2000, Volume #59, Issue # 22
Amidst all the negativity 
around here, ifs easy to forget
What’s RIGHT 
ABOUT Suffolk
By Neil O’Callaghan 
Journal Staff
Sometimes amidst all the bitching and moaning, things get over­
looked. When it comes to Suffolk, you needn’t look far to find some 
kind of inadequacy or inefficiency.
Sometimes, however, while looking for more dirt to uncover, we 
forget about the things that operate like clockwork. Now that all the 
elevator fires and///jwja/jokes are gone but not forgotten and the end 
of the semester is creeping up on us, we ought to stop and appreciate 
the things that are right with Suffolk. Keep in mind that this is only the 
opinion of yours truly and the list that follows is in no particular order.
Peter McQuaid, cooperative education. McQuaid has been 
at Suffolk for years and really is the best at what he does. Cooperative 
education is the easiest and most effective way to get experience in the 
workplace without leaving college. Even if all you do is answer phones 
and sort mail, at least you get an idea of what goes on at a particular 
job. If you want a co-op in a particular field or office, McQuaid is the 
man to find. The only flaw, if you can call it one, is that he and his staff 
are the best kept secret on campus.
How good is Peter McQuaid? As I’ve said before. I’ve never met a 
coop from Emerson before in my life. That’s not to say they don’t exist, 
but they are less conspicuous than most. Some of the coops I have met 
from Northeastern have never met their coop advisor. McQuaid 
called my place of employment so often I could set my watch by it. He 
is, without a shadow of a doubt, the best thing about my Suffolk 
experience.
James Nelson, athletics director. Being a former sports 
editor, my opinion might be slightly biased, but Nelson gets you 
whatever information you need to know about any Suffolk sports 
team. A former men’s basketball coach, he is always accessible, speaks 
from the heart and rarely in meetings. He may speak in an odd array 
of $5-words, but he bleeds Suffolk blue and gold. His colleagues and 
players have nothing but the utmost respect for him.
Will Mitchell, chair of Council of Presidents. Will Mitchell 
is mature, organized and humble - three things that could notbe said 
about his predecessor. Mitchell inherited one hell of a mess that was 
Council of Presidents this year. As chair, he helped the club turn its 
goals from decrying racism and settling personal vendettas to getting 
this group on track. We all know that Mitchell didn’t do this all by 
himself, but big turnarounds like this always start at the top. Other 
presidents and chairs could learn a lot about leadership from him.
Teodros Kiros, philosophy. He is an award-winning author
O’CALLAGHAN
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Director of Facilties Planning Joseph Kennedy asked the Board of Appeals to extend 
Suffolk's appeal of citations regarding the usage of the C. Walsh Theatre.
Suffolk appeals citations 
regarding theater use
By Alisha Cox 
Journal Staff
After many hours spent perfect­
ing lines and scenes, the hard work of 
Suffolk’s Student Theatre was rec­
ognized by the American College 
Theater Festival with a placement in 
the regional semi-finalists for the 
musical “Cabaret.” This acknowl­
edgment was proudly displayed in 
illuminated window boxes, that is 
until the Temple Street residents ob­
jected to the fluorescent light bulbs 
used.
This is the most recent develop­
ment in the long standing feud be­
tween the Temple Street residents 
and Suffolk University. The feud 
continued on April 11 with Direc­
tor of Facilities Planning Joseph 
Kennedy going before the City of
Boston Board of Appeals to ask for 
an extension for the university’s ap­
peal over the use of the C. Walsh 
Theatre by groups outside of the 
university.
Kennedy hopes he will be able to 
go back to the Board of Appeals on 
June 20 to withdraw the appeal, 
after resolving the issue between the 
university and residents.
Suffolk was issued a citation by 
the Inspectional Services Depart­
ment on November 30, 1999 for 
allowing outside groups, particularly 
the Boston’s Children Theater, to 
use the theater. This was based on a 
city zoning code that prevents com­
mercial use of a theater in a residen­
tial area.
According to Kennedy, the uni­
versity has always used the theater in 
this manner, allowing outside groups
and organizations to use the space. 
He does not believe that Suffolk 
should need an additional license to 
allow outside groups to use the the­
ater.
“We believe the violation was is­
sued in response to complaints from 
the neighbors,” Kennedysaid. “Byan 
agreementwithin the neighborhood, 
we believe the issue raised by the 
building inspector will go away.”
“Our position is that as a univer­
sity, the theater department is part of 
the venue. It’s part ofwhatwe teach,” 
he continued. “We don’t feel there is 
a special zoning permit that we would 
need to have a theater within our 




continued on Page 9
Women’s Center rallies against sexual violence
By Joe Sgroi 
Journal Staff
Suffolk University’s Women’s 
Center rallied at the State House in 
support of “Breaking the Silence on 
Sexual Violence.” They joined over 
54 other organizations from across 
the state including Massachusetts 
CoalitionAgainstSexualAssaultand 
Domestic Violence, and Jane Doe 
Inc.
Karen Holmes Ward of WCVB- 
TV Channel 5 was the Master of
Ceremonies for the event. “We are 
here to break down the walls of 
silence around sexual assault and 
domestic violence within this state,” 
she said.
“We are here on the State House 
steps for a purpose, to let people 
inside of the State House know how 
passionately, how strongly we feel 
about the need for increasing fund­
ing,” Ward said.
Heidi Gosule was a noteworthy 
speaker. Her sister Melissa, an advo­
cate and volunteer for helping rape
victims, was raped and murdered 
last July when her car broke down 
near the Cape Cod Canal.
Gosule said her sister had hoped 
to be a journalist, “one that wrote 
the truth no matter how painful it 
was to her readers.”
Anne McKaren spoke along the 
same lines, explaining how helping 
the problem starts with children. As 
a child, she was the victim of sexual 
abuse for five years by her pediatri­
cian. She took her trauma and 
turned it into activism by bicycling
across the nation raising funds to 
promote awareness.
“I am so fortunate to be able to 
stand on these steps and to speak 
today because I think of all the chil­
dren who can’t speak for themselves,” 
McKaren said.
Sarah Sheckells of the Women’s 
Center worked to coordinate the 
university’s involvement in the rally. 
What stuck out most in her mind 
were some of the statistics speaker 
Representative Peter Koutoujian 
gave about middle school students.
Koutoujian stated that 62 per­
cent of boys and 68 percent of girls 
believed that a man has the right to 
sexual intercourse, even against his 
date’s consent, if they have dated a 
longtime.
Sheckells was surprised the num­
ber of girls who found the pressure 
acceptable was higher than boys.
“As much progress as they noted 
[at the rally] in the past 10 years or so, 
thatthat’sstillafact,” shesaid. “Those 
statistics will keep perpetuating them­
selves.”
lUDE n JOCBIL
Opinions & Editorials S P OKJS
SST turns out their best with 
“Cabaret” and you’d have to be 
nuts to miss “American Psycho.”
Pages 4-5
Neil attempts to dispel negativity 
while Jay volunteers his award­
winning wit to SGA.
Pages 6-8
Baseball is crusing through 
GNAC and softbaU will need to 
reschedule.
Page 10




Three students represented Suffolk at the 
nationalAmericanChemicalSocietymeeting, 
which attracted 20,000 chemists, biochemists 
and scientists in San Francisco from March 25 
to 30.
The students had the opportunity to at­
tend research workshops and career seminars 
presented by the scientists.
Shaila Zaman and Nancy Olivo, both se­
niors majoring in biochemistry, presented their 
senior research projects at a poster presenta­
tion for undergraduate students. This was the 
first time that Suffolk students presented their 
undergraduate research work at a national 
meeting.
Zaman’s research and poster was titled 
“Slide test with Sepragel for prevention of 
post-operative adhesions.” She had worked at 
Genzyme Corp. last summer under the super­
vision of Suffolk alum Perry Calias, who also 
is a part-time organic chemistry instructor at 
Suffolk.
Olvio’s, whose project was titled “Separa­
tion of Human Serum Albumin with Tetra- 
nitromethane,” had completed her work at 
the University of Nebraska at Lincoln last 
summer with a grant from the National Sci­
ence Foundation.
t, junior Hatesh Radia, a 
biochemistry major, is also president of the 
American Chemical Society studentchapter 
at Suffolk. He did a presentation on “ How to 
make a successful chapter of ACS” at the 
convention.
The three received an award for their suc­
cess for the 1999-2000 school year. Radia ako 
represented the university attheSuffolkbooth 
where he represented differentSuffolkscience 
departments and other information about 
the university.
Radia, Zaman, and Olvio attended an 
award ceremony in San Francisco to receive 
the award along with chemistry department 
Chairman Doris Lewis. “Dr. Lewis has been 
extremely encouragingand organized the whole 
tripwith fundingfromdifferentsources,” said 
Zaman.
Radia, Zaman and Olvio also attended 
career sessions, sci-mbc presentations and semi­
nars throughout their week in San Francisco. 
Suffolk general chemistry professor Joseph 
Ciuryla and Dr. Cheryl Schnitzer of Suffolk 
also attended the conference.
Schnitzer and Radia ananged a Suffolk 
booth with other universities to represent the 
university. “This was an excellent opportunity 
for students of Suffolk to meet other students 
from different parts of U.S.A. and also to 
represent Suffolk,” said Zaman.
Photo Courtesy American Chemical Society 
Shaila Zaman, Nancy Olivo, Hatesh Radia and Dr. Doris Lewis of the 
chemistry department represented Suffolk at the national American 
Chemical Society meeting March 25 to 30.
SOULS celebrates annual Suffolk Service Day
By Alex Crabb 
Journal Staff
Over 95 smdents and faculty came together 
to complete 300-plus hours of service, sorting 
food, painting buildings, interacting with el­
ders andserving the community April 7 during 
Suffolk’s Organization for Uplifting Lives 
through Service’s annual Service Day.
The day started off when the Donahue
lobby filled with members of Suffolk’s com­
munity clad in bright orange T-shirts. Site 
leaders who were chosen from SOULS, as well 
as other student activities, led their teams in 
service. Over nine agencies had volunteer sites.
After hours of service were completed the 
volunteers and leaders metback at the Donahue 
Building for the service celebration dinner. 
Dean of Students Nancy Stoll and President 
DavidJ. Sargent welcomed approximately 100
Beginning Friday, March 31, 2000 
The Office of the Re2istrar will be closing at 
2:30 PM on Friday Afternoons
and
Beginning 7, 2000
The Student Accounts Office will be closing at 
2:00 PM on Friday Afternoons
The University is currently in the process of 
implementing an upgrade to our current computer 
system that will completely integrate the Student 
Information System. Over the next few months, 
many of the University’s administrative offices will 
be training for this upgrade.
We sincerely apologize for any inconvenience that this may cause!
guests. Kelly Dolan, a member of SOULS 
steering committee, gave a quick history, men­
tioning the support SOULS had received from 
the Massachusetts Campus Compact.
“Our mission is to engage Suffolk Univer­
sity smdents, faculty and staff in a variety of 
meaningful service oppormnities designed to 
strengthen communities and improve the qual­
ity of life for individuals,” Dolan stated.
SOULS then presented the “Good Person 
of Suffolk” awards. The Suffolk community 
had nominated people for demonstrating 
qualities and involvement that help make a 
difference both on and off the Suffolk cam­
pus. There were two recipients for the smdent 
award, Barry Goldberg and Debra Gould. 
David Latessa received the Good Person Fac­
ulty award.
“After Alternative Spring Break, Service 
Day has been the most awesome experience I’ve 
hadthisyear,” saidJuanTrujillo, amemberof 
the steering committee. “I encourage everyone 
to be part of Service Day next year.”
Sophomore Matt Selines, who was the site 
leader at Castle Square Childcare in Jamaica
Plain, as well as a Read Boston representative, 
commended AmeriCorps VISTA Gavin 
Tierney for his work throughout the year. “ He 
worked endless hours during the planning 
periods,” he said. “He really deserves a lot of 
credit.” Selines, who chose the bright orange 
color for the Service Day shirts, received nomi­
nations for six service awards. “It is the most I 
have ever received in one day,” he said.
Smdent Activities Associate Director 
Aurelio Valente and SOULS Advisor Sherry 
Mattson delivered an emotional closing speech, 
which had the crowd in tears. Mattson, who 
will be leaving Suffolk in the fall ,expressed hei 
happiness for how far SOULS had come sinc( 
she and former Assistant Director of Smden 
Activities Tom King started it.
Alyssa Cohen, site leader for Little Brotl: 
ers. Friends of the Elderly, expressed hoi 
incredible her experience was. According t 
Cohen she enjoyed it so much she plans t 
continue to go back. “Next year, I plan to I 
paired up with an elderly person and go to vk 
with them. I’ll also be at their annual East 
and Passover celebration,” said Cohen.
150 T remont St. dorm 
loses heat and hot water
By Glenn Maffei 
Journal Staff
Smdents who awokebefore 2:00 p.m. and 
after 10:00 a.m. April 6 had the expected 
inconvenience of a cold shower.
This is the fourth time this year that the 150 
Tremont St. dorm has been without heat or 
hot water for an extended period of time. 
Suffolk uses steam-based energy, in coopera­
tion with Trigen Energy Corporation. The 
company has recently been forced to deal with 
steam problems on West Street, which bor­
ders the Suffolk dormitory.
Residence Life staff were told by the com­
pany that the dorm would lose heat and hot 
water in showers and laundry machines for 
four hours and that warm water in the sinks 
would notbe affected. However, sinks did not 
have hot water and the time frame until heat 
and hot water was restored was extended by 
21-and-a-half hours.
Those smdents who awoke the morning of 
April 6 before 11:30 a.m. had the same chilling 
experience as the day before.
“I couldn’t take a hot shower,” said T 
Watson, a senior living in the dorm. “We 
a lot of money to live here and to have 
water, and this happens a couple tim< 
month.”
Trigen workers, who could be seen worl 
with the pipes under West Street througb 
night and could be heard with a jackharo 
on the momingof April 7, reportedlyran 
a problem overnight, but it is not clear ex 
why the hot water was not immediate! 
stored. ATrigen spokesperson only confii 
that it was an approved shut down to 
street repair.
The West Street repair work by Fajit 
Rita restaurant has been going on all yea' 
some smdents at the back left corner < 
building complaining of noise issues.
Many smdents said they have had ti 
sleeping since Trigen recently put the 
protrudingsteam pipe in theground, alt 
it was taken out last week.
“Although people were upset [with tl 
ation], they were pretty flexible,” said D 
of Residence Life Maureen Owen.
Wednesday, April 12, 2000 The Suffolk Journal
Joc/rna/triumphs again as Organization of the Year
By Lance Morganelli 
Journal Staff
The Suffolk Journal won Out­
standing Organization of the Year 
for the second consecutive year, 
along with its advisor Jon Bekken, 
Monday night at the Student Lead­
ership Awards Ceremony in the 
Donahue Cafeteria.
Prior to this and last year’s win, 
the /owrna/’s previous outstanding 
organization award was received in 
1976.
“I think our nomination for or­
ganization of the year is indicative of 
the hard work we do day in, day out 
for Suffolk University,” said Jason 
Hale, fall editor-in-chief.
“I know we have a lot of critics 
around campus, but when it comes 
down to brass tacks, no matter who 
you are, no matter what organiza­
tion you belong to, nomatterwhere 
you’re from, you have to respect the 
amount of effort the Suffolk Joun 
na/puts forth to improve campus 
life.”
The 1999-2000 Leadership 
Awards brought 120 nominations 
of outstanding students, faculty and 
administrators. All members of the 
Suffolk community have the oppor­
tunity to nominate people for the 15 
categories.
Once nominated, a selection com­
mittee comprised of representatives 
from various student organizations 
discuss the nominatees and elect 
people for each category.
“The event went very well; the 
attendance was much higher [than 
expected!” said SGA Vice President
Joanna Timbone, who also co- 
chaired the event. “The feeling this 
year was that people wanted a ban­
quet feel, and we wanted to showcase 
the new Donahue Cafe.” The ban­
quet also included a video presenta­
tion produced by WSUB and a 
passing of the gavel ceremony.
SGA President Jason Borneo 
swore in not only his executive board, 
but the officers of each class. Borneo 
also staged a parody of one of the 
Suffolk/oHma/'5April Fools’ jokes 
involving the Suffolk Ram as SGA 
president.
Borneo made a special presenta­
tion honoring Director of Student 
Activities Donna Schmidt for her 
dedication with a life-time achieve­
ment award.
Senior Suzanne McCarthy was 
recognized as Outstanding Female 
Athlete of the Year. McCarthy was 
active in establishing a women’s soc­
cer program at Suffolk University. 
She said this was the first year that 
the award went to someone who did 
not play a sport.
“IthinkKatieNortonshouldhave 
been Outstanding Female Athlete of 
the Year, and that’s all I have tb say 
about the evening,”/oHma/Editor- 
in-Chief Neil O’Callaghan said after 
the ceremony.
Senior James Buono received the 
Outstanding Male Athlete of the Year 
award. Buono was a point guard on 
the men’s basketball team.
The /oiraa/ifacultyadvisor. Dr. 
Jon Bekken, won the award for 
Outstanding Student Club/Orga­
nization Advisor of the Year. This is 
Bekken’s second consecutive win as
advisor for the student newspaper.
Upon receiving the award in the 
Donahue Cafe, Bekken said the stalf 
are the ones working until 2 a.m.; he 
is just there to see that they complete 
the work.
“It’s easy to be an outstanding 
advisor when you work with out- 
standingsmdents,” Bekkensaid. “ The 
JoumahtAif puts in dozens of hours 
every week, celebrating Suffolk’s tri­
umphs and shining the spotlight on 
areas that need improvement. 
They’ve made tremendous strides 
over the last few years. ”
Outstanding Administrator of 
the Year was presented to Amy 
Fisher, head of Campus Ministry. 
“Just to be [mentioned] along with 
distinguished company...was an 
honor. I was totallysurprised,” Fisher 
said. This is Fisher’s first year here at 
the university.
Robyn Breslin won Outstanding 
Senior of the Year. Breslin serves on 
the Council of Presidents executive 
board. COP Vice President Mima 
Masghati received the Outstanding 
Junior of the Year award and Black 
Student Union Vice President 
Stevenson Greene won the sopho­
more award. Class of 2003 Presi­
dent George Sproule won Outstand­
ing Freshman of the Year.
“I try to help out in a lot of 
differentorganizations. Idon’tthink 
I got it justbecause I’m the president 
ofmy class,” Sproule said. “I love this 
school. It is small and it’s on the rise 
with opportunities. I found it not 
hard at all to get involved here.” 
Sproule participated in the Alterna­
tive Spring Break in Virginia, has
Lance Morganelli - Journal Staff 
Class of 2003 President George Sproule receives the 
Freshman of the Year award from Robyn Breslin at Monday's 
Leadership Awards Banquet.
given tours for prospective freshmen, 
works every week at SOULS and 
volunteered his time for Service Day, 
along with his SGA duties.
Among the 10 nominated pro­
grams, includingAlphabetStew, the 
Diaspora Festival and Jell-O-Fest, Fall 
Fest received the award for Out­
standing Program of the Year.
Chris DeStefano accepted the 
award on behalf of all who created 
the event. “I can only take a small 
piece of the credit as it was a collabo­
ration,” DeStefano said. “The award 
was a result of enthusiasm and en­
ergy that each student brought to the 
production.”
Also recognized at the banquet 
were: Suffolk University Police Of­
ficer Michael Carvalho as Outstand­
ing Support Staff, Philosophy Pro­
fessor Donna Giancola as Outstand­
ing Faculty Member, COP as Out­
standing New or Most Improved 
Student Organization, Lori Atkins 
as Outstanding Transfer Student, 
Program Council President Andrea 
Petrucci as Unsung Hero and, the 
smdent media leaders and the trustee 
ambassadors.
SSOM launches program 
in entrepreneurial studies
By Chris Cota 
Journal Staff
Sawyer School of Management will be of­
fering three new degree programs in entrepre­
neurial studies starting next fall. The programs 
will grant bachelor’s and master’s degrees in 
the field, as well as an MBA with a concentra­
tion in entrepreneurial studies.
SSOM faculty members answered ques­
tions Tuesday about the new programs while 
the band Averi performed for about an hour.
'The program teaches students about mar­
keting their ideas as well as other elements of 
running a small business. Some of the intro­
ductory courses are also geared toward non­
business majors.
Director of Entrepreneurial Studies Ed 
Jarvis said, “'There are a lot of very creative 
people, whether they be writers or musicians, 
who may think someday that they might want 
to go into business. ”
“Instead of learning all of this by trial and 
error, maybe we can help avoid some of the pit 
falls,” added Jarvis, who invented the protec­
tive facemasks worn by players in the National 
Football League and National Hockey League 
in addition to helping revive aNewYorkStock 
Exchange company.
Required courses for the program include 
introduction to entrepreneurship, leading the 
entrepreneurial firm, starting the new venmre 
and opportunities in management. Electives 
will also be offered in areas such as administra­
tion, marketing, investment and industrial 
business.
In the course introduction to entrepre­
neurship, which was first offered this semester, 
students learn about the organizational, legal 
and financial elements that go into starting a 
company, as well as conduct interviews with
entrepreneurs.
Academic Director of Entrepreneurial 
Studies Robert DeFillippi said, “We want to 
put our money where our mouth is and give 
[students] the opportunity to enjoy the ben­
efits of [their] ideas.”
Other courses teach students how to de­
velop comprehensive business plans. Courses 
like opportunities in management allow them 
to put their plans into practice.
Management Department Associate Pro­
fessor Alberto Zanzi was also present to inform 
students about a new Family Business course 
that he will be teaching in the fall semester.
“In almost all of our courses, a major 
activity is to create a project that represents 
what direction [students] want to take after 
[they] leave Suffolk,” DeFillippi explained. “We 
are not trying to fit them into a company. We 
are trying to help the students create some­
thing.”
Another director of the program, Charles 
Shelley, said, “Other programs teach how to 
optimize; entrepreneurship teaches how to 
innovate and do something different.”
Shelley, who is responsible for fundraising 
and getting seed capital to students who have 
prospective business plans, introduced Suf­
folk student band Averi as a perfect example 
of a start-up venture.
'The band’s saxophonist and Suffolk stu- 
dentMichael Currier said, “We’ve done every­
thing ourselves, from the production of it to 
the marketing, raising money, and enlisting 
friends to help do the cover art.”
The band maintains a website, 
www.averimusic.com, to keep fans updated 
about upcoming shows and other plans. In 
addition, they keep a mailing list, while selling 
T-shirts and advance copies of their new CD at 
shows.
BIG PLANS FOR THE SUMMER?
Interested in taking summer classes 
and/or working on campus? If so, 
send a short note to the Aid Office.
Include the number of credits you plan 
to take, if any, and which sources of funding 
(work, loans or both) you are 
interested in. Don’t forget to add your 
name and social or I.D. number.
Decisions will be mailed 
by April 30.
The Suffolk Journal Wednesday, April 12, 2000
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Suffolk’s “Cabaret” is nihilistic and decadent
By Christina E. Dent
Journal Contributor
In my fouryears at Suffolk, I have 
seen the C. Walsh Theatre trans­
formed into many things: a secret 
garden, a skid row florist, a turn of 
the century Russian mansion, and a 
host of other exotic locales. Last 
Wednesday evening during the pre­
mier of “Cabaret,” I was again trans- 
ported, this




Director Marilyn Plotkins’ vision 
for “Cabaret” featured a much 
darker representation ofpre-World 
War II Berlin and a far more men­
acing infiltration of Nazism into the 
cabaret lifestyle than what has been 
seen in other portrayals of Joe 
Masteroff shook.
Perhaps the most chilling mo­
ment ofthis play is the closingscene: 
the set itself once a home to dancers, 
singers and lovers contracts into a 
flaming swastika, later opening to 
reveal the cabaret dancers trans­
formed into inmates of concentra­
tion camps.
“Cabaret” is at once a satiric 
look at 1930s decadence and a h arsh 
criticism on those that turned their 
back to the Holocaust.
Each of the characters, with the 
exception of Cliff, either embrace 
the Nazis or simply dismiss the party 
and its intensions.
FrauIeinSchneider breaks offher 
engagementto Herr Schultz, thejew- 
ish grocer, because she fears ridicule 
from her neighbors. Herr Schultz 
ignores the rising violence and ha­
tred against him because he cannot 
fathom Germans attacking another 
German.
Even Sally Bowles remains igno­
rant to the ominous shadows of the 
future and leaves Cliff probably the 
one man who ever loved her for 
herselfforthe numbing frenzy ofthe 
cabaret.
Even Cliff is not entirely 
unreproachable for his actions; he 
foresees the danger oftheNaziside- 
ology and runs back into the arms of 
protective America, leaving Schultz 
and sue million others to their fate.
Plotkins’ staging of “Cabaret” 
evokes these feelings and the story 
and songs are brought to life by a 
phenomenal cast. Lindsey Darling 
(Fraulein Schneider) and Nick 
Haughey (Herr Schultz) are ador­
able enacting their middle-aged love 
affair.
Darling gives warmth and depth 
to the uptight landlady opening her 
heart to the frumpy fruit salesman, 
buthervoice lacked the conviction 
and strenth to sing her numbers.
Haughey displayed a lovely singing 
talent that added to the warmth and 
simplicity of Schultz’s character. In 
their duets. Darling and Haughey 
were wonderfully harmonized.“It 
Couldn’t Please Me More” was a 
particularly touching number em- 
phasizingthesimplepurityofthetwo 
characters’ relationship.
Stage veteran Matthew J. Finn 
was by far the highlight of the perfor­
mance. As the Emcee, he embodies 
the very nature of evil encroaching 
on Berlin society.
Throughout the performance, 
Finn acted as the commentator on 
every scene, his songs mirroring the 
action on the stage. He demon­
strated remarkable versatility while 
singing, performing equally well in 
the crooning ballad “I Don’t Care 
Much” and the more gutteral 
“Willkommen.” His natural timing 
and wit as the outrageous Emcee 
proved his dexterity as an actor.
Also outstanding was Ruby Des 
Jardins in the sparkling role ofSally 
Bowles. From her first entrance to 
her finale, Des Jardins seemed to 
ignite the stage bringing a captivating 
energy to her character. DesJardins 
skillfully portrayed the otherwise 
hedonistic cabaret diva into a sym- 
pathetiewoman trapped by her own 
ignorance and delusions of gran­
deur.
As Cliff, Temple Worrell seemed




Photo courtesy Theatre Dept.
Matthew Finn dances with Kit Kat girl Niki Thelismond 
to be re-enacting his role in “The his expressions and actions made his
Birdbath,” which he performed 
during last'year’s One Acts. His 
performance lacked believability in a 
number of respects, but he did bring 
palpable tension to his role when 
necessary.
Worrell enacted a particularly 
memorable momentwhen Sally con­
fesses thatshe aborted herpregnancy;
character’s rage tangible without 
words.
“Cabaret” was definitely one of 
the more memorable performances 
the Suffolk Student Theatre has ever 
presented. All involved should be 
proud of their efforts, particularly 
in making this musical into a deeply 
dramatic endeavor.
“American Psycho” shocks and amuses
By Michelle Camisa
Journal Staff
In 1991, Bret Easton Ellis wrote a novel 
that shocked both critics and readers. It was 
an outrageously graphic look into the deca­
dent world of young yuppies in the ’80s. His 
hero of sorts was Patrick Bateman, who 
worked on Wall Street by day, and was abrutal 
serial killer by night.
People either totally loved the book, or 
totally hated it. Now, nine years later, Patrick 





Patrick Bateman is your regular, everyday 
guy. Except for one catch. He has violent, 
uncontrollable urges to kill and maim people. 
The movie sets Patrick up as a likable sort of 
guy, who just has a few problems. Patrick 
himself admits that besides looking and having
all the same parts as a human being, not even 
he can find one shred of human emotion or 
thought inside of himself besides greed and 
anger. The movie follows him over the span of 
a few weeks and takes you along for the ride as 
his thin mask of sanity begins to slip away. It 
takes a voyeuristic look inside the mind of a 
true American psycho.
The movie is fairly faithful to the book, 
omitting a large amount of the more gruesome 
scenes, sparing viewers the tourture and execu­
tion that the book so gleefulydescribes. Direc­
tor Mary Harron has shot the movie in a way 
that makes the violence almost bearable to 
watch, and unless you don’t like the sight of 
blood, nothing should bother you. Although 
Ellis didn’t have a hand in the writing of the 
script, he should be happy that his message of 
society’s obsession with material things has 
remained intact
The mostsurprisingthingaboutthe movie 
was the humor. Usually movies about serial 
killers aren’t humorous, but Harron goes
against tradition, infusing the script with bit- 
ingly funny satire about life in the ’80s.
Also interesting are the scenes where Patrick 
offers his views on the music of the ’80s. He 
spends a good 10 minutes lecturing two pros­
titutes on the merits of the band Genesis.
Christian Bale is excellent as Patrick, the 
demented yuppie. He is a character who is so 
concerned with appearances and material 
things that it overtakes every moment ofhis life.
Bale manages to convey so much emotion 
with just one glance, or raised eyebrow. Par­
ticularly good, is a scene in a cab where he is 
questioned about why he won’t quit the job 
he hates. Bale begins to shake, and sweat pours 
down his forehead as he painfully stutters the 
words, “I just want to.... fit in.”
Originally from England, Bale takes on a 
perfect American accent for the role. Mania­
cally stalking around screen in perfectly tai­
lored Armani suits, he is exactly what one 
would picture had they read the novel. Char-
good at this role that it makes one wonder as 
to his own mental state.
Jared Leto makes a fine showing as Paul 
Owen, Patrick’s competition at work. Shed­
ding his “MySo-Called Life” image by taking 
small parts in good films has worked wonders 
for him as an actor. Leto plays a dork here, 
andoneoftheonly people who Patrick envies. 
Although the part is a small one, he is 
wonderful in it and loses any semblance of 
Jordan Catalano in the process.
Very much underused here are Chloe 
Sevigny and Reese Witherspoon as Patrick’s 
secretary and fiancee. Sevigny, an Oscar nomi­
nated actress, deserves much more screen time 
then she gets here, stuck in a dull role as Jean, 
the secretary who is in love with Patrick. 
Witherspoon is adorably annoying as Patrick’s 
dim-witted fiancee.
Likethebook, “American Psycho” the movie 
has caused much controversy, but it is well 
worth the $8.50 and the trip to the theater to
ismatic and menacing all at once. Bale is so see it
Filibuster emerges as a new face in rock
By Judy Pak
Daily Bruin
From the LBC’s own Skunk Records, 
proud home of such punk acts as Sublime and 
Long Beach Dub Allstars, emerges Filibuster, 
complete with saxo- 
pjrr^ phones and turn-
tables. The freshness 
andoriginalityoftheir 
approach is hurling 
them toward rock greatness.
“Deadly Hi-Fi,” the band’s third album, is 
a mbeture of ska, jazz, reggae, hip-hop, and 
drum and bass. This blend is surprisingly 
infectious and easy to listen to.
Filibuster’s strength lies in its confidence 
and imagination in terms of both musician- 
ship and songwriting. Chinbone is particularly 
bang-up on the saxophone, however Curt 
Cottrell could have played a little louder on 
the guitar. Lyrically, the 13 songs emit a sense 
oftirelesswanderingandsearchingaroundfor 
a place to crash for the night in a melodious
ghetto. This is complemented with plenty of 
horns, solid vocals and turntables.
This is one of those rare acts that knows 
how to use a turntablist within the confines of 
a band. Robb Rossi’s scratching and beat 
mixing blends in so well to each song, you can 
hardly tell he is there.
Overall, the mbc is clear and uncluttered, 
and the album successfully captures the fuel- 
injected stage antics and sound in digital for­
mat. Thus, the band evades the capital sin of 
overproduction that ruins the recordings of
many youthful bands.
It also helps that the Sacramento band has 
been around since 1991. Their familiarity in 
the music is indisputable and helps them steer 
away from the bandwagon. Each band 
member’s musical passions contribute to make 
this a laid-back, good-time album. To fully 
understand and appreciate the album, how­
ever, repeat listening is required.
Judy Pak writes for the Daily Bruin at the 
University OF Caufornia -LosAngeles
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“Black and White” crosses racial boundaries
By Amy Sinquefield
The State News
American culture is a continu­
ally developingforce with influences 
from all races of people. As different 
customs and traits ofvarious groups 
become more and more mixed, the 
line between what is “Black and 
White” blurs.
The concept of separate black 
and white cul-
^ , powerful and
innovative 
idea behind 
“Black and White,” abrilliant indie- 
type film from writer-director James 
Toback.
Toback, often described as edgy 
and provocative, is perhaps known 
best for his Academy Award-nomi­
nated screenplay for “Bugsy.” His 
other films include “The Pick-Up 
Artist,” “The Gambler” and “Fin­
gers,” starringHarvey Keitel.
“Black and White” is the novel 
story of a group of rich, white Man­
hattan teenagers who submerge 
themselves in a hip-hop lifestyle to 
the dismay of their parents and other 
parts of society.
Documentary filmmaker Sam 
Donager (Brooke Shields, adorned 
in out-of-character dreadlocks), and 
her gay husband Terry (Robert 
Downey Jr.) capture the teenagers’
adventures on film.
The group’s gateway to 
Manhattan’s hip-hop scene include 
Rich Bower (Power), who is trying to 
break free from the rough streets 
and break into the recording busi­
ness. Although Power is a real-life 
producer fortheWuTangClan, he 
certainly stole the limelight in this 
film and could easily hit itbig in the 
actingbusiness.
Meanwhile, a bitter NYPD detec­
tive Mark Clear (Ben Stiller) attempts 
to trick Bower by blackmailing his 
long time friend and college basket­
ball favorite Dean (Allan Houston). 
Everybody’s lives start on a down­
ward spiral when Dean’s girlfriend 
Greta (Claudia Schiffer) tips Rich 
off about the scam.
“Black and White” features a phe­
nomenal cast of athletes, hip-hop 
heroes and Hollywood notables that 
come together in a pleasurable colli­
sion of talent that makes “Black and 
White” one of the smartest films in 
filmmaking history.
The essence provided by the non­
actors adds a realistic flavor to the 
film that could not be recreated by 
any other means.
Seeing Shields sporting trendy 
dreadlock and a nose ringwas shock­
ing, but it cleverly challenged Holly­
wood typecasting.
There are so many practical sub­
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Brooke Shields, Eddie Kaye Thomas, Kim Matulova and Method Man star in "Black and 
White." The new film is a look into the hip-hop culture of New York City.
film it is almostoverwhelming. Toback 
explores the cross-section of Ameri­
can youth where rebellion, race, 
music and sexuality meet in a stirring 
rendezvous seldom touched upon 
by most people on a daily basis, let 
alone Hollywood filmmakers.
The film also catches the honesty 
of this group of white teenagers who 
idolize a seemingly “black culture.”
Their booming tunes, baggy jeans 
and anti-mainstream lifestyle are the 
cause ofspeculation and blamed for 
the “destruction of today’s youth” 
by older generations.
Packed to the top with raw hon­
esty, “Black and White” is a savvy and 
intriguing look into the pressing is­
sues of much of today’s American 
youth.
“Black and White” is currently 
playing at Lxiews Theatres Copley 
Place in Boston, Loews Theatres 
Assembly Square in Somerville and 
National Amusements Allston Cin­
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After years of trucking out west via the 
Massachusetts Turnpike and a host of assorted 
rural routes, punk fans in the Boston will not 
have to spend a fortune on gas, tolls and trips 
to Burger King on their way to the Vans 
Warped Tour this summer. In fact, they won’t 
even need a car. This year’s extravaganza looks 
to be New England’s biggest to date as the 
' Warped Tour rolls into the Suffolk Downs 
horse track on Saturday, July 10.
Finally, your punk rock needs are just a T 
ride away.
This year marks the first truly local show for 
the Warped Tour, which has been annually 
held in the western hamlet of Northampton 
since 1996. Although promoters have tried 
diligently to find a venue, one has not been 
located in the metro area that will hold up to 
15,000 people in an outdoor setting and the 
accompanying parking.
Suffolk Downs proved to be a viable alter­
native to Northampton’s Tri-County Fair­
grounds when it hosted the Guinness Fleadh 
music festival this summer. Attracting several 
thousand attendees with musical acts as diverse 
as Shane McGowan, Hootie and The Blow-
fish, and John Lee Hooker, the event went off 
without a hitch and utilized both public and 
public transportation.
The 2000 Vans Warped Tour looks to be 
a big money maker this year. Headlining the 
traveling circus of punk, ska and assorted 
extreme sports will be Green Day. Although 
there were rumors of No Doubt leading the 
charge, those were quickly dispelled.
Also heading up many dates are Warped 
Tour veterans The Mighty Mighty Bosstones, 
who were the tour’s main event in 1998. The 
Bosstones, who will be touring in support of 
their upcoming album. Pay Attention, are 
excited to be performing in front of their local 
crowd. “Having the show in Northampton 
always limited the amount of people who 
could make it to the gig,” said sax player Tim 
Burton. “You either had to have a car or know 
someone who did in order to get out there. 
WiththeWarpedTourbeingaBlueLinetrip 
away, we expect more of our fan base to be 
there. The show should be pretty huge.”
Also scheduled to be at this year’s tour are 
NOFX, One Man Army, the Long Beach Dub 
All Stars, Public Enemy and The Suicide 
Machines. There is also a rumor that Rancid 
may be making a few appearances once they 
finish their upcoming release due in August.
Upcoming Concerts
The Middle East
April 16 - Buffalo Tom 
May 4 - U.S. Bombs 
May 5 - Damn Personals (upstairs)
Avalon Ballroom
April 15 - Violent Femmes 
April 21 - The Bloodhound Gang
Axis
April 29 - H20
Tweeter Center
June 12 - KISS
Orpheum Theatre
April 24/25 - Third Eye Blind, Tonic 
April 29 - Oasis
Worcester Polytech. Institute
April 29 - Reel Big Fish
Suffolk Downs
July 20 - Vans Warped Tour 2000
The Roxy
April 21 - Built To Spill
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Rancid is rumored to be appearing on the Warped Tour this summer.
Eastie gets Warped
By Jay Hale 
Journal Staff
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There is nothing fair about Leadership Awards
by Jason Hale
The Suffolk Journal does not have too much 
to complain about this year’s Leadership Ban­
quet. But since we are constantly striving to 
improve our product, I’m sure Student Gov­
ernment Association shares the same goal. 
Therefore, last night at The Red Hat, we took 
a vote and decided to lay some ground rules to 
change one of Suffolk’s most unfair events.
Although Dr. Bekken tried to overrule us 
via a two-thirds majority, we quickly adapted 
our constitution while he was in the can.
□ Set some precedents. Although SGA 
would like to say they headed up the voting part 
of this awards-thingie, that isn’t entirely true. 
This year’s voting night was run like a bad 
episode of “Hee-Haw.” No one knew what to 
do since no one, save for a handful of people, 
had ever attended the voting process. The 
committee just made the whole thing up as they 
went along or asked Kelly Dolan and me how 
things should be. We had to vote to decide if
the Residence Hall Community Council was a 
student organization (duh), whether grad stu­
dents were eligible to be unsung heroes and 
whether Will Mitchell was a junior or a senior. 
That stuff should have been decided before we 
got there.
Here are some other blunders: 1. Assistant 
directors aren’t allowed to lobby for students. 
Stephanie Matson never did. Why should 
others? Jus t count the votes and shut your yap. 
2. Co-chairs shouldn’t be able to vote. If 
they’re a cochair, they have far too much 
influence on the event. Why should they get to 
decide who wins the awards? 3. One organiza­
tion equals one vote. I almost soiled myself 
when one-fourth of SGA showed up to vote 
for their friends and themselves. If I knew we 
could have brought our entire staff, I would 
have shut down production night. With that 
motley crew at the helm. I’m surprised we won 
anything at all.
□ Change the banquet’s name. I never 
quite understood why SGA got their name 
tacked on to this awards program. Represen­
tatives from the entire university pick who they 
feel deserving strident leaders, not just SGA. 
Therefore, it’s a no-brainer that this award 
ceremony evolves into the Suffolk University 
Leadership Awards. If SGA was the only group 
to pickstudent leaders for recognition, noway 
would I be on the invite list. And while we’re at 
it, how about sinking some more money into 
the event? I don’t know if most of you can 
remember back to 1997, but the Leadership 
Banquetwas held at thatzany hotel that looks 
like something out of the old Atari game “Q- 
Bert.” Having the event off campus makes it 
seem more prestigious as well.
□ Have a moderator. Going back to my 
“Hee-Haw” comments, the reason that the 
voting process is such a complete farce is that 
everyone in that room has their own agenda. 
It would be much more efficient if it was 
conducted by an unbiased, non-Student Ac­
tivities faculty member. We thought long and 
hard over our selection for moderator and 
came up with the only person who has con­
stantly put us in our collective place, in class
and out: Deb Geisler. Her no-nonsense atti­
tude would clear this scam right up.
□ Clarify what the categories mean. Upon 
entering the voting process, the head donkeys 
in charge were still scrambling to move all of the 
misplaced votes into theirrespective categories. 
This would have never been an issue if the 
nomination forms explained what the catego­
ries actually meant.
Dear voters of the future, please clip and 
save the following definitions so you can make 
informed decisions next year. 1.) Administra­
tor, n - Aperson who has considerable execu­
tive ability, i.e. they can set the rules. A dean is 
an administrator, as are the directors of health 
services and career services. 2.) Faculty, n - All 
teachers and staff of a school, college or univer­
sity or of one of its departments or divisions. 
Professor Tan Vovan is faculty, as is Dawn 
Marie Medina of Student Accounts. 3.) Sup­
port Staff, n - This one wasn’t in the dictionary
AWARDS
continued on Page 8
Dempsey says we should 
affirm Affirmative Action
by Michael Dempsey
The United States of America is often referred ro as 
the greatest nation in the world. Our children flourish 
in a society where free speech is absolute; freedom of 
religion guaranteed and the public is knowledgeable 
about the proceedings of the state and federal govern­
ments through the freedom of the mass media circuits 
and the traditional press.
However, in this country, there is one thing that is not 
free. There is one thing that evades this nation’s heart of 
good that is revered by so many and that is opportunity. 
Millions and millions of American children will never be 
able to live out the American dream because they simply 
lack the opportunity to do so. Right now, across the 
country and in many areas across the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts, there are children who are born into 
social and economic conditions who are banned from 
receiving the same educational opportunities as other 
children form more privileged communities simply be­
cause they do not have the same opportunity. I have 
researched this opportunity gap before and although I 
cannotprovide the facts right now, Ibelieve thatthis issue 
goes beyond facts and numbers. After all, our children 
are not just facts and numbers - they are our future.
If this country honestly and truly would like to see 
every child given the same educational opportunity and 
in the business community in their adult lives, then we.
as a nation, as a state, as a community, and as a people, 
must be willing to address this problem head on. 
The racism that has existed in this country for centuries 
has embroidered itself into our politics like a cancerous 
tumor. It simply will not go away. Luckily Affirmative 
Actionwas implemented under Presidentjohnson, open­
ing the doors of educational opportunity and business 
opportunity to minorities and in particular, African 
Americans. AlthoughAffirmative Action cannot com­
pensate for our nation’s sins, it can certainly attempt to 
compensate for them.
We as a nation will not survive simply by depending 
on programs like Affirmative Action. Although I am a 
supporter of Affirmative Action and will continue to be, 
I do believe that it must end someday if we are to truly 
grow as a nation and as a people. Justice Sandra Day 
O’Connor has already ruled that quota standards set 
forth by a contractor or sub-contractor doing business 
with the federal government are subject to the scrutiny 
of the federal courts.
However, the issue is not so much “Is Affirmative 
Action still necessary” but rather, “How can we end 
racism in our communities without Affirmative Action 
being our only dependent?”
I have a modest suggestion.
We must embrace a program that will help lift all
ALGORE
continued on Page 8
■ LETTERS
continued from Page 6
Studies courses at Suffolk. I men­
tioned that Professor Plott and her 
colleague, Laura Umanski, have ed­
ited a book of readings for W omen’s 
Studies 111. You reported that Pro­
fessor Alexandra Todd was co-au­
thor, and this was neither said nor 
implied.
Alexandra Todd was recognized 
that same evening, however, and al­
though the quote attributed to me 
was not precisely what I said, I did say 
a number of kind words about her. 
1 will refrain from saying them again 
here.
The story also failed to mention 
the large co-sponsorship of the event 
by the Women’s Studies Program; 
although good friends of the 
Women’s Center, we are not one 
and the same. Lastbutnotleast,you 






This year, the Suffolk Hellenic 
Club was restarted. We accom­
plished, many things this year. The 
club attended the Boston Intercolle­
giate Hellenic Associations dance in 
November at the Copley Fairmount 
Plaza.
This event brought together al­
most 2,000 students of Greek de­
cent that attended colleges and uni­
versities in Boston. We were very 
honored to be invited to this event. 
The Hellenic Club also hosted a 
Greek Culture Night at Dionysos 
Restaurant in the Howard Johnson 
Hotel on Memorial drive in Decem­
ber. We enjoyed Greek food, and 
dancing to a live Greek band. The 
club also participated in Suffolk's 
Unity Week. We offered Greek cof­
fee for the International Coffee 
House, Greek food for the Interna­
tional Lunch, Greek dancing lessons, 
and also performed in the Unity
Show. The Penelope Eptanision 
Dancers of Watertown danced tra­
ditional dances from different is­
lands in Greece in their Greek cos­
tumes.
The most recent event for the 
Club was marching inn the Annual 
Greek Parade in Boston. It was a 
great honor to march with Mayor 
TomMenino, the American Ambas­
sador to Greece, and many other 
honorable people.
The marchers were from the un­
dergraduate as well as the Law School. 
The undergrads were Soula 
Hatziliades, Sotiria Viadanos, Stergia 
Georgacopoulos, Alexandra 
Markos, Nikoletta Parastatidis, 
N icholas Miminos, Sotiri Iliopoulos 
and Donna Rousopoulos.We got 
great screams of support when we 
walk past the Residence hall and the 
Law school on Tremont street.
To find out more about the Hel­
lenic Club, comeseeusattheTemple 






What do you 
think is right about 
Suffolk University?
“Location. It has the best “I like that the fire alarm 
location in all of Boston goes off every weekend. It 





“It has everything: social, “I do a lot of promoting the 
business or everyday needs theater district and this is 
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isten up class of 2000!
■ AWARDS
continued from Page 7
so I’ll take a crack at it. Secretaries, Suffolk 
security and grad assistants can qualify in my 
book. They walk the line between students and 
administration. 4.) Unsung hero, n - Heading 
into the semester, there were no particular 
expectations for this person but they went out 
and surprised everyone. This award is always 
butchered in the voting. Here is a list of people 
who should not be considered unsung by any 
means:
A. Presidents of large organizations like 
SG A COP and PC. They have a certain expec­
tation to do stuff. Because -getthis-it’s their 
job. I’d be really surprised if half of Suffolk 
couldn’t pick Andrea Petrucci out of a line-up. 
I really do not consider her unsung. However, 
I can easily see presidents of smaller clubs like 
Health Careers or Pre-Law winning this. Not 
many people expect them to do big things, but 
when they do a better job than the Big Three, 
they ought to be rewarded.
B. People who are nominated for Out­
standing Sophomore, Junior or Senior. If 
someone felt you made a big enough impact at 
Suffolk for recognition in one of these catego­
ries, you are not unsung. This is where the 
aforementioned presidents belong.
□ Voters should pay attention to the 
candidates’ statistics, not friendships. One of 
the big problems with this banquet is that the
people who vote, tend to vote for their friends 
and not the most qualified candidates.
I know that some people were baffled to be 
nominated by The Journal because we are not 
necessarily best buddies with them. It is because 
of a smdent’s contributions that they get nomi­
nated, not because we think they’re nice people. -
Looking through the non-proofread pro­
gram last night, I was appalled to see some of 
the most ridiculous nominations glaring back 
at me. I also saw a bunch of names who I cast 
my vote whom I was unfamiliar with until the 
voting night, among them Matt Selines and 
Atosa Amahdi. Their accomplishments were 
astounding, yet they walked away empty 
handed.
If those two want to stop by our office, 
maybe I can make them a Suffolk Journal Lead­
ership Award as they were clearly deserving. If 
people took the time to listen to a person’s 
contributions to campus life instead ofvoting 
for their best friends, I probably wouldn’t have 
written this column.
I think that should pretty much take care of 
business. I know SGA doesn’t like to be told 
what to do, even if it makes them more efficient 
and allows them to better serve their student 
body. But what do I know about the Student 
Leadership Banquet? I’m just the 1998-1999 
Senior of the Year and former editor of the 
two-time, two-time, two-time Outstanding Or­
ganization of the Year.
My credentials speak for themselves.
■ ALGORE
continued from Page 7
Americas families, regardless of race, from the 
despairing depths of overtly into the unending 
well of opportunity and hope. Presently the 
current debate over the opportunity gap in 
our country between liberals and conserva­
tives results in one concept: Who is willing to 
provide more money towards compensating 
the discriminated? Money cannot close the 
opportunity gap, opportunity can. I believe 
that the liberal effort in the early 1970s to 
support welfare programs and Affirmative 
Action was legitimate except they lost their 
focus and their good intentions.
What the Great Society supporters forget 
was that economic disparity and the opportu­
nity gap is colorblind. The conservatives were 
able to capitalize on this and convince poor 
white and middle class whites that the liberals 
did not care about them. Politically smart, yet 
then again, where has it brought us too today? 
The American people want and deserve a 
solution that is practical and that can once and 
for all truly make our country the land of 
opportunity. We need a program that the 
lowers the poverty level to the lowest 35 percent 
and will Affirmative Action for the economi­
cally disadvantaged.
This will expand the umbrellas to poor 
whites as well as minorities. The purpose of this 
plan is not to provide people with the same jobs 
or equal positions in higher education insti- 
•tutes, but to provide them with the same 
opportunities in an effort to level the playing 
field for all Americans. Although some will 
argue education is not a right, I would argue 
that it is our responsibility to ensure that every 
child, regardless of race or ethnicity will receive 
the right to the best and brightest future 
possible.
A1 Gore’s efforts to increase spending money 
on minority radio projects and other endeav­
ors will never fully solve the opportunity gap. 
George W. Bush’s plan to provide a $5 billion 
tax cut that will provide people who have an 
income of over $300,000 with a $50,000 tax 
cut will certainly not close the opportunity 
divide, but rather increase. Whether you are 
liberal or conservative. Republican or Demo­
crat, ensuring that every child has the oppor­
tunity for the best and most successful future, 
should never be up for debate. I urge my fellow 
Americans to discover the ideals of our nation’s 
democracy and support this measure so that 
no child can fall through the cracks.
It’s not politics. It is our future.
there are 1,000 things you didn't even know you had
before graduation
raduation countdown
class of 2000 network 
graduation announcements 
online gift registry 
real world guide 
careers
and a whole lot more
^ftfi®&Grad2000.com
enter to win a trip for 10 toeurope
35EH2000
The n'glit start in the real world.’
0joBnnAK.coM
"The best site lor students t 
grads looking lor their lirst job."
- Forlffs Magazine
Letters to the editor must be delivered to 
the Suffolk Journal office no later than 5 
p.m. on Friday for the following issue. 
Letters must have names and phone 
numbers and/or email addresses to verify 
the authenticity.
Do YOU HAVE A NONENGINEERING B.A. OR B.S.?
Information
Session
Wednesday, April 12, 
6:30-7:30 p.m.
Boston University 
College of Engineering 
44 Cummington Street 
(next to Nickelodeon Cinemas) 
(MBTA B Line to BU East)
To reserve your place, 






GENEROUS SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE.
The Late Entry Accelerated Program (LEAP) allows students with 
non-engineering undergraduate degrees to earn a Master of 
Science in Engineering at Boston University. Our students include 
working professionals who wish to make a career change and 
recent graduates who are interested in broadening their skills 
before entering the high tech job market.
Boston University, College of Engineering 
48 Cummington Street, Boston, MA 02215 
www.bu.edu/eng/leap/
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Comeback in seventh inning 
completes baseball sweep
By Neil O’Callaghan 
Journal Staff
Bryan McManaway started off in 
the public announce booth and fin­
ished the game in the winner’s circle.
The freshman outfielder singled 
to right in the seventh inning, cap­
ping a 3-2 come-from-behind Suf­
folk triumph in the second half of a 
doubleheader last night over GN AC 
foe Western New England College at 
Morelli field in Melrose. Suffolk(20- 
5, 12-0 conference) won the first 
game handily, 17-3.
With the score knotted at 2-2 in 
the seventh, McManaway was called 
in to pinch hit with two runners on 
base and one out. McManaway, who 
spent the bulk of the night announc­
ing the players’ names before each at- 
bat, singled in Mike Anastasia from 
third for the winner.
“That was something like his ninth 
at-bat of the year,” said coach Cary 
McConnell. “It’s a great story. 
(McManaway) is going to be good 
when he gets his chance to play every 
day.”
Adam Pellerin led off the inning 
by reaching on aerror by third base- 
man. Ryan Racicot followed with a 
single. After a failed bunt attempt, 
Anastasia beat out an infield single, 
loading the bases. Senior Gabe Soto 
doubled in a pair of runs with a 
ground-rule double, tying the score 
at 2-2.
Senior starter Peter Quinn (5-2) 
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Senior cleanup hitter Joe Duca is batting .452 this season 
with 10 homeruns.
third in the Great Northeast Ath­
letic Conference with a an ERA of 
1.80 and tied for the most wins (5). 
Aside from a two-run homerun ear­
lier in the game, he was dominating.
“He had good stuff (last night),” 
said McConnell. “He threw one bad 
pitch all night. His record has been 
tough. He took tough losses to the 
College of Worcester and Babson. 
Those are two tough teams.”
Suffolk left two runners on base 
in the sixth inning.
Senior righty MaxNunez picked
up the win in the first game and 
remained undefeated at 5-0. Joe 
Duca went 3 for 5 in the first game 
with five RBI.
With the win, Suffolk put some 
distance between itself and second- 
place WNEC (12-10, 8-4 confer­
ence). The Rams have four confer­
ence gamesremainingagainstmiddle- 
of-the-pack Emerson and Rivier.
Suffolk has a key non-league 
match with regionally ranked 
Bridgewater State College tonight at 
Morelli Field.
Norwich hitting the road 
after a weekend of snow
By Neil O’Callaghan 
Journal Staff
Dennis Tyner has a problem.
The first-year Norwich Univer­
sity softball coach was scheduled to 
host Suffolk tomorrow. However, 
Mother Nature seems to have other 
plans. Sunday evening, the central- 
Vermontschoolreceivedeightinches 
of snow. With more snow in the fore­
cast today, Tyner must relocate the 
next two weeks’worth ofhomegames 
against Suffolk, Plattsburg, N.Y., 
Burlington, V.T., Rivier, Johnson 
and Wales and St. Joseph’s to the 
road.
Suffolk’s game will be played on 
Friday, April 21, as part of a Massa­
chusetts road trip. Norwich will play 
Simmons, Emmanuel and Suffolk.
“On the bright side, the skiing’s 
great,” he said. “But it’s going to be 
very difficult to be on the road. The 
road is very grueling. Crammed in a 
bus for at least two hours at a clip.”
Tyner, who spent the previous sfat 
seasons asan assistantwithNorwich, 
expressed a deflated feeling about his 
team this year. He expected more 
from his primarily underclassmen 
team than a sub-par 2-4 conference 
record in the Great Northeast Ath­
letic Conference and 5-7 overall.
“It seems like every day we have 
one bad inning where we give up four 
or five unearned runs,” he said. “ In 
our second game, we gave up six 
unearned runs. It’s tough to main­
tain composure when we have only 
three seniors and mostly underclass­
men. Our seniors are great, but it’s 
still tough.”
Although his team has struggled 
at times, this is a team not to be taken 
lightly. Norwich owns a big win over 
defending conference champion 
Emerson. It played Western New 
England to a 2-1 loss in extra innings 
as well.
“I look at our lineup and, one 
through nine, I love this lineup,” said 
Tyner. “Buteveryonceinawhile,we 
have a mental lapse. I mean, the more 
we play, the closer we’ll be to over­
coming it. This team is better than it’s 
playing right now. ”
Norwich’s loss to Western New 
England seems to be reflective of the 
team’s frustrations this season. Nor­
wich held a 1-0 lead over Western 
New England with top starter Jen 
Barnett carrying a one-hitter 
through the first six innings. With 
WNEC batting in the top of the 
seventh, a double and a bloopsingle
later, the score was tied. Norwich 
couldn’t hold on in extra innings 
and Tyner described the loss as a 
“major downer.”
With Barnett and freshman 
Christine Pariseau, Norwich has a 
formidable 1-2 combination on the 
mound. Senior Jackie Parts provides 
infield stability at shortstop. How­
ever, the rest of the roster is fraught 
with inexperience.
With the promise of more snow 
and a young team, Tyner isn’t look­
ing forward to the prospects of trav­
elling for the next two weeks. Nor 
does he want his team to be cooped 
up in a gymnasium without any live 
games fortwo weeks. Hisonly option 
is to play his conference rivals at their 
home fields.
“All I know is that our home field 
will not be ready for our scheduled 
games for a while,” he said.
Suffolk (13-10, 7-6 conference) 
dropped two heartbreakers to 
Emerson 5-4, 3-2, on Saturday at 
Puopolo Field. Senior Katie Norton 
currently leads the GN AC in batting 
with a lofty .608 batting average. 
KathleenTokon is third witha .563 
average. Suffolk’s next game willbe a 
doubleheader against Emmanuel at 
noon on Saturday.
Vorton will always 
be outstanding
by Neil O’Callaghan
In the words of the immortal Gorilla Monsoon, Monday night was 
a “miscarriage of justice.”
In the luxurious setting of the Donahue Cafeteria, your Student 
Government Association held its annual awards dinner. Rather than 
run down the list of people who were deserving nominees but went home 
empty-handed, I will instead comment of the greatest farce of the evening.
The recipient of Outstanding Female Athlete of the Year, Suzanne 
McCarthy, did not play a sport this year. Now let me preface this with 
the fact that McCarthy is an outstanding student leader. When the 
women’s soccer team achieves varsity status, they better name Suffolk’s 
home field after her. She has done a great service in getting the program 
moving in the right direction. She is a residence assistant at 150 Tremont 
as well. Hell, she even played second base for the Journal at Softball 
Sunday. She would have been a 
well^Jeseived recipient for Senior 
of the Year or Unsung Hero. In 
all fairness to her, McCarthy 
belonged in the evening’s pro­
gram, hut she belonged under a 
different category.
However, contrary to the ac­
tual outcome, the female athlete 
of the year was, and is, Kathleen 
Norton. This oversightwas made 
possible by a panel of “unbiased 
experts” made up of primarily of 
Student Government Associa­
tion jackasses and friends thereof 
They were unaware that 
McCarthy never participated on 
the field this year, which I would 
have thought to be one of the first criteria for winning the award. Looks 
like that vaunted half-clue escaped most of the illustrious panel.
In the past, I have written sarcastic or ludicrous columns that have 
readers looking for dry humor in everything 1 write. They also tend to 
doubt the seriousness ofwhat 1 write about. Let me assure you, there is 
no humor in this. Allow me to run down a brief list of credentials that 
make Kathleen Norton the crowning jewel of the athletic department.
At the conclusion of this softball season, Kathleen Norton will bean 
eight-time Great Northeast Athletic Conference all-star in two sports, 
softball and basketball. She threw a no-hitter in 1997. If you ask Ed 
Leyden and Christine Carr one question about the girl, they won’t shut 
up for hours. Opposing basketball teams plan out their defensive 
schemes around her. But this is not the First-Ever Katie Norton Lifetime 
Achievement Award we are disputing. So we’ll stick to this yearand only 
this year.
During the 1999-2000 campaign, Kathleen Norton surpassed 
Maureen Brown to become Suffolk’s all-time leading scorer for women’s 
basketball She captained a freshman-sophomore team to the semifinals 
of the GNAC tournament in February. She currently leads the GNAC 
softball with a .608hatting average and 42 RBI. In the fall, she volunteers 
her time with the volleyball team, reffing or umping or whatever the line 
judges are considered in volleyball.
As a person, Kathleen Norton is impossible to interview. She never 
wants to talk about her accomplishments, instead focusing on the hard 
work of her colleagues, teammates and coaches. She constantly deflects 
her success to those around her. When she scored her record-breaking 
points, she only wanted to talk about her team’s prospects in the playoffs. 
Her teammates love her. Her coaches love her. She is her harshest critic. 
She pushes those around her to be that much better. And those aren’t 
my words either.
Kathleen Norton is a better person than the jackasses who couldn’t 
see that lastyear’s recipient was the most deserving this year. Not because 
she has more career points than anyone in the history of the school. Not 
because she currently has a higher batting average than anyone in her 
conference. Not because she is the best all-around student-athlete 
currently at Suffolk.
Kathleen Norton is a better person than the jackasses because she 
went back to batting practice today and didn’t let Monday night get to 
her. She might thinkshe was snubbed, but if I were to ask her, she won’t 
care. She won’t talk about her no-hitter or her batting average or her 
RBI. After all, she has a game to get ready for on Saturday.
That’s whSt makes her “outstanding.”
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Suffolk gets extension
■ APPEALS
continued from Page 1 
was more concerned about the use of fluores­
cent lights to highlight the posters that adver­
tised “Cabaret.”
The lights remained on continuously for a 
night, which could not be kept out of the 
houses. “It’s been shielded a little bit,” she said. 
“It was a total surprise and it shouldn’t have 
happened.”
Bridge was concerned with the university’s 
lack of communication regarding the change 
to the window boxes. Because the boxes face 
the Temple Street residents, she feels they 
should have been consulted before the lights 
were installed based on the open communica­
tion lines that have been established between 
the two groups.
“We’re coming up with a draft of an agree­
ment,” Bridge said. “We’ve made some progress 
but to have something like that happen, it sets 
you back on your heels.”
Kennedy said the lights were installed to 
help the theater department showcase their 
newest production and were not meant to 
offend the neighbors.
“What the C. Walsh Theatre folks told me 
was thattherewerealways lights,” hesaid. “The 
lights should be shielded, but the [theater 
department] wanted the lights on there. They 
put a lot of time and effort into ‘Cabaret.’”
Kennedy said he believed a compromise 
had been worked out. “I asked the Physical 
Plant folks to get together with the architect 
and get some lights designed in there that will 
serve both of our purposes,” he said. “It will 
shine in on the case, notout on the neighbors, 
and it’s on a timer.”
“The lights should be done now. The pro­
duction is over,” he continued. “But we are 
taking action to correct it. It’s unfortunate 
that it happened. I think [the residents] will see 
that our hearts are in the right spot when we 
change the lights.”
■ O’CALLAGHAN
continued from Page 1 
Suffolk should be proud to have such note­
worthy professor here. Whether you like him 
or not, you will at least learn from him if you 
listen.
Ed Leyden, women’s basketball 
coach. When this man started at Suffolk five 
years ago, the team won five games and had six 
players - two were single mothers. Now, they 
are perennial favorites in the Great Northeast 
Athletic Conference. With all but one player 
returning next season, this team will be tough 
to beat. Leyden has said many times that there 
are no off days, only days when there aren’t any 
games. He spends 11 Vi months of the year 
recruiting Division III players from the greater 
New England and New York area.
Katie Norton, softball and basket­
ball. Whatever the team, whatever the season, 
KatieNorton has given 100 percent. A proven 
competitor, she became Suffolk’s women’s 
basketball’s all-time leadingscorer with a final 
tally of 1,543 points. She is a leader on and off 
the court or field. She is friendly and funny and
fundamentally sound. It’s too bad you only get 
four years of eligibility.
Kelly Dolan, SOULS. Before there was 
self-indulgence and controversy, there was the 
vision of holding a spring concert at Suffolk. 
The acts would be local acts who could use the 
exposure and the coin and the proceeds going 
to benefit young children with AIDS. Dolan 
was the catalyst for what would have been one 
of the biggest fundraisers of the year. Given the 
number of people who think about themselves 
before all else, Dolan’s selflessness is a model 
for us all. She might not be Senior of the Year 
- she’s bigger than that.
Joseph Kennedy, director of facili­
ties planning. Where will Suffolk be in the 
year 2021? Kennedy knows. Expansion of the 
university has its positives and its negatives, but 
Kennedy has approached it with the students’ 
best interests at heart. When the old Sawyer 
cafeteria becomes five state-of-the-art class­
rooms, his fingerprints will be all over it. A 
three-year veteran, he has always been frank 
and accessible to students who want to know 
whatbig plans Suffolk has next on its agenda.
“Persuade your neighbors 
to compromise 
whenever you can. 
Point out to them 
how the nominal 
winner is often a 
real loser - in fees, 
expenses, and waste 
of time. As a peacemaker, the lawyer 
has a superior opportunity of being a 
good person.”
-Abraham Lincoln
Develop Pcrpoerfiil Tools 
for Po werful Careers.
• LSAT NOT 
REQUIRED







problems. Write and speak per­
suasively. Negotiate successfully.
School of Law
In business and in life, these are 
skills that can give you an 
important competitive edge. 
MSL’s juris doctor program 
fives you the theoretical 
tnowledge and practical skills 
training that prepare you not 
only to practice law, but to find 




Visit our website at: 
www.mslaw.edu
Watch MSL’s television 
show on the Acedia One 
channel^ Sundays at 
11:00 am.
Call or email us now for a school catalog, 
email: mslaw@mslaw.edu
500 Federal Street, Andover, MA 01810 • (978) 681-0800
Suffolk University presents....
LOWELL LECTURES SERIES 2000
Starting Up and Staying Connected 
In The, com World
aThe Making of A Start
Tuesday 
April 18, 2000 
4:00 p.m.
Sargent Hall, Room 170 
120 Tremont Street 
Boston, MA
ANDRES RODRIGUEZ
Co-Founder and President, Abuzz
A reception will follow. To RSVP or for more information, please call 573-8613.
This program is funded by the Lowell Institute of Boston 




An empowerment workshop 
by author Beatryce Nivens
Wednesday, April 19, 2000 
Noon - 1:30 p.m. 
Donahue 403
Light lunch will be served. Students 
and employees are invited. For free 
reservations call (617) 573-8631. 
Sponsored by the President's Office 
of Multicultural Affairs.
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The Used Textbook Program: 
Recycling At Its Finest!
Paid for by the Suffolk Bookstore.
In order to explain in greater detail how the Used Textbook Program works, the following is a list of questions most frequently asked about the purchase and sale of 
textbooks.
Who controls textbook prices?
The publishers that produce the textbooks control the prices. The bookstore works within the strict pricing parameters that have been set by industry standard.
Why are textbooks so expensive?
Although we don’t propose to have a definitive answer, textbooks have always been relatively expensive. Since a textbook is a product its price will reflect market forces. 
Higher labor costs, mergers and buy outs, inflation, paper and oil prices, strict environmental standards for the disposal and clean up of the waste that paper products 
produce, are all reflected in the price of a book. Subject matter, charts, graphs, color illustrations, short print runs, etc. make a college level textbook more costly to 
produce than a paperback novel.
Are faculty members concerned about textbook prices?
Yes. Most faculty members select textbooks, which give the best value for the content of the course, while keeping price in mind. This is why it is equally important 
that faculty understand that the Used Textbook Program is a cooperative effort between faculty, students and the bookstore.
How is the Used Textbook Program a cooperative effort?
The timely submission of textbook orders by faculty gives the bookstore the information necessary to offer better buy back prices, shop the wholesalers and offer better 
selling prices to the students at the start of the new semester. Along with their desire to save money, students must be willing to make the time and effort to sell back 
their books. Soliciting textbook orders, buying back books from students for an extended period and shopping the used book wholesalers requires a lot of time and effort. 
The longer the bookstore has to work the entire process, the more used books can be made available at the start of the upcoming semester for students to purchase. 
Faculty-Students-Bookstore!
How much will the bookstore pay for a used textbook?
As much as 50% of the new book selling price if the book has no missing pages or inserts, is not abused, excessively hi-lighted or written in. Used books must be saleable 
to another student!
How much will the bookstore pay for a textbook that was purchased used?
As much as 50% of the new book selling price if the book has no missing pages or inserts, is not 
abused, excessively hi-lighted or written in. Again, they must be saleable to another student!
Will the bookstore pay 50% of the new book selling price for all used textbooks?
No. The bookstore can only pay 50% for the textbooks that have been re-adopted in the current edition by the faculty via a written textbook order for the upcoming 
Fall or Spring semester.
Does this mean only textbooks that have been re-adopted will be available used?
No. Again, the bookstore spends a considerable amount of time and effort shopping the wholesalers for used textbooks. However, we compete for these textbooks, 
as they are available only on a first come, first served basis and the more expensive, popular titles get “bought up” fast.
How does the bookstore determine the price paid for textbooks not being adopted for the upcoming Fall or Spring semester?
Each month the used book wholesalers up-date their databases with the most current titles and prices available. The bookstore pays students the same price the wholesaler 
offers the bookstore.
How does the wholesaler determine what price to pay for a used textbook?
For the most part, supply and demand will determine the price a wholesaler will pay for a used textbook although there are other factors involved. The wholesaler has 
no control over how much inventory will arrive at its warehouse from college bookstores across the country, the used book business is labor intensive with high 
transportation costs and the wholesaler guards against acquiring expensive inventory that may remain unsold. The wholesaler hopes to resell this inventory to bookstores 
who, in turn, hope to resell it to students. Therefore, wholesale prices are low but supply and demand for certain titles will determine a better price. Wholesalers offer 
nothing if a new edition is coming out, the market for a particular title is small or the title has simply stagnated and has lost its resale value.
AVhat are the advantages to students for selling back used textbooks?
If students no longer need or want their textbooks, the money received back from selling them can considerably lower the initial prices they paid, sometimes by 50-75%. 
Another advantage is that students have now made textbooks available at a lower price to other students. And last but not least, they have recycled a paper product.
How does a student save 75% of the price of a textbook?
Used textbooks sell for 25% less than a new textbook. If the edition remains current and the textbook is being adopted again, the bookstore buys it at 50% of the new 
textbook selling price. This becomes a 75% savings to the student.
For example:
NEWPRICE $ 60.00
LESSBUYBACKAT50% ( 30.00 ) 
ACTUALCOSTTOSTUDENT $30.00
$ 45.00 USED PRICE 
( 30.00 ) LESSBUYBACKAT50%
$ 15.00 ACTUALCOSTTOSTUDENT
When does the 50% buy back period begin and end?
The 50% or “half-price” buy back period begins the first day of finals and ends a week or two before the start of the new semester. Watch for DATES on signs posted 
around the school.
A current school I.D. or valid driver’s license is required in order to sell books.
How long do other college bookstores buy back books at 50%?
To our knowledge, other college bookstores only buy back books at 50% during the two weeks of finals. Although the majority of students need to sell their books back 
during finals, those of you who will be on campus or in town between semesters can avoid long lines by taking advantage of our extended 50% buy back period.
How does the bookstore and faculty benefit by The Used Textbook Program?
By offering substantial savings to the students, who are the ultimate “customers” of both the bookstore and the school.
The single most effective way for college bookstores & college students to lower ^high- textbook prices is to buy and sell used books!
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IlNivERsnY Dateline
For Tuorc iiifonuation on getting your event listed in Dateline, 
contact Erica in the Dean of Students Office at (617) 573-8202.
Wednesday, April 12 Thursday, April 13 Friday, April 14
“Public Space and the Public Sphere: 
Boston’s City Hall Plaza as Contested Public 
Space” Guest Speaker,
Kevin Carragee
Munce Conf. Rm. 3:00 PM
The Suffolk University and Linkage E- 
Leadership Satellite Series: Rosabeth Moss 
Kanter, “People.com” Law School 
Call X.8784 To Register
10:45 AM -12:30 PM
Deadline for Summer 2000 Graduate 
Applications
National Youth Service Day
Varsity Baseball vs. Bridgewater State 





1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Women’s Softball vs. Norwich University 
@ Norwich University
3:00 PM
You Are Invited . . . YOGA . . . With 
Sharon Cardamore Donahue Interfaith Ctr.
1:15 PM-2:15 PM
Women’s Softball vs. Emmanuel College 
(DH) @ Emmanuel College 12:00 PM
Varsity Baseball vs. Emerson College 
@ Emerson College 1:00 PM
“Wednesday Night Supper Club” - 
Opportunity To Go To The Paulist Center,
A Local Soup Kitchen
Meet in Donahue Lobby 5:00 PM
Men’s Varsity Tennis vs. Endicott College 
@ Boston Athletic Club 3:00 PM Men’s Varsity Tennis vs. Emerson College @ Boston Athletic Club 2:00 PM
Executive Speaker Series: “Capital 
Formation in China: Emerging Debt & 
Equity Markets” Guest Speaker, C. Alberti, 
Managing Director,
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter 
Law School, Sargent Hall,
1st FI. Function Room 5:30 PM - 7:00 PM
Serve Dinner at St. John’s - A Local Soup 
Kitchen Meet in Donahue Lobby 5:00 PM Monday, April 17
Venture Poetry Reading
Munce Conf. Rm. 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM Patriots’ Day Holiday - University Closed
“Real Life”
Donahue Interfaith Ctr. 7:30 PM - 9:00 PM
Men’s Varsity Tennis vs. Wentworth 
College @ Wentworth College 12:00 PM
The Suffolk University women’s Center joins
Jane Doe inc.,
The Massachusetts coalition Against Sexual Assault & Domestic Violence for:
EAKIK6 THE flLEWE
OK 5EXVAL ViOLEKEE
Master of ceremonies 
KAREN HOLMES WARD 
WCVB-TV Channel 5
TVfi^AY APPiL inn 
1? KOOK -1 PA\
(Attend with the Women's Center: Departing 
from the Donahue Lobby at 11:45 AM)
Call the Women's center at 573-8327 or Laura at Jane Doe me. 248-0922 for additional details.
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